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Strebor Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 288 pages. Dimensions: 8.9in. x 6.1in.
x 0.8in.In Dangerously in Love, a stripper, a desperate housewife, and a sexually addicted husband
take fatal attraction to a new level -- and reveal the extreme risks of falling in love. Chanell Lawson,
aka Sensation, is a premiere exotic dancer who is sick and tired of sex industry. She finally is ready
to exchange her pole-dancing routine for a more traditional life. When she meets her ideal catch,
however, Chanelle begins to suspect he has a dark side and soon fears that the man of her dreams
may be her worst nightmare. After three years of marriage, Dayna Reynolds believes getting
pregnant will revitalize her failing marriage. But an absent husband wont help her chances. Feeling
unattractive and unloved, a vulnerable Dayna easily succumbs to the advances of an enigmatic
stranger. Reed Reynolds seeks success by socializing with members of an elite society. His new
associates would be shocked to learn his secret life -- a life so sordid it jeopardizes his marriage,
financial stability, and any chance of a successful career. Author Alison Hobbs delicately
intertwines three dynamic characters and storylines to create an irrevocably...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is fantastic and great. It really is basic but shocks from the 50 percent from the ebook. Its been written in an remarkably easy way in fact it
is only soon after i finished reading this ebook in which really changed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Jayme Kuhlman-- Jayme Kuhlman

Very helpful for all type of individuals. It is amongst the most incredible ebook i have got study. I am just very easily could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed publication.
-- Mikayla Romaguera-- Mikayla Romaguera
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